Intrinsic properties of pharyngeal and diaphragmatic respiratory motoneurons and muscles.
Breathing is a complex act requiring the coordinated activity of multiple groups of muscles. Thoracic and abdominal respiratory muscles expand and contract the lungs, whereas pharyngeal and laryngeal respiratory muscles maintain upper airway patency and regulate upper airway resistance. An appreciation of the importance of the latter muscle group in maintaining ventilatory homeostasis and in the pathophysiology of sleep apnea has led to extensive studies examining the neural regulation of pharyngeal dilator muscles. The present review examines the role of heterogeneity in motoneuron and muscle properties in determining the diversity in the electrical and mechanical behaviors of thoracic compared with pharyngeal muscle groups. Specifically, phrenic and hypoglossal motoneuron electrophysiological properties influence whether and the extent to which these neurons will fire in response to a given synaptic input arising from chemo- and mechanoreceptors and from respiratory and nonrespiratory pattern generators. Furthermore, thoracic and pharyngeal muscle properties determine the mechanical response to motoneuronal activity, including the speed of contraction, relationships between motoneuron firing frequency and force production, and whether force is maintained during repetitive activation. Heterogeneity in the functional capabilities of these motoneurons and muscles is in turn determined by diversity of their structural and biochemical properties. Thus, intrinsic properties of respiratory motoneurons and muscles act in concert with neuronal drives in defining the complex electrical and mechanical behavior of pharyngeal and thoracic respiratory motor systems.